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Abstract 

The Hanklit cliff section is a classical glaciotectonic locali
ty where an excellent cross-section through a thrust fault 
complex is exposed. The thrust imbrications were thrust 
from north to the south during a Late Weichselian glacier 
advance. 
Three thrust sheets with thickness of more than 50 m are 
involved in the thrust fault complex. The deposits exposed 
in the cliff-section comprise ca. 39 m diatomite with ash 
layers of Paleocene-Eocene age (the Fur Formation), over
lain by up to 27 m of Quaternary glacigenic sediments. 
Common structural features related to compressional thrust 
fault helts, are recognizable in the glaciotectonic complex, 
which shows a lateral shortening of more than 40%. 
Structures created by soft sedimentary deformation due to 
high water pressure occur in relation to the thrust fault 
zones. 
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The structural framework is described with the terminology 
of thin-skinned tectonics and flats, ramps and hanging-wall 
anticlines are identified in the cliff-section 
A balanced cross section has been constructed. Based on 
this construction the structural model is verified and the 
glaciotectonic development is interpreted. 
A geoelectrical investigation has been made to support the 
construction of the 3-dimensional framework of the thrust 
complex. This demonstrates that the impressive Hanklit 
thrust sheet extends for more than I km along the strike 
and is displaced more than 200 m to the south. 
Superimposed extentional structures, situated above the 
sole of the Hanklit Thrust Sheet, are interpreted to be 
related to Tertiary subsidence tectonics. 



Introduction 

During the late Weichselian ice advance from Norway and 
Sweden towards the Main Stationary Line in Jutland, 
a number of large glaciotectonic complexes were formed in 
the northern part of Jutland (Ussing, 1913; Jessen, 1918, 
1931; Gry, 1940, 1979, Gry et al., 1941). In the western 
Limfjorden region these glaciotectonic complexes are par-
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ticularly significant and enhance to the geomorphological 
modulation of the landscape with marked elongated hills 
outlining the push moraine ridgcs (fig. 1 ). 
One of the striking points in the development of these gla
ciotectonic complexes is the involvement of Tertiary clay, 
formations in the glaciotectonic deformation (Gry, 1940). 
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Fig. 1. Location map of the Hank/it Thrust Fault Complex. Hanklit is a clijf section, displaying a geologica/ cross section, showing one of 
the composite ridge systems characteristic of the western Limfjorden region in NW-Denmark. The composite ridge systems are com-piled 
from Gry ( 1940, 1979). 
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On the island of Mors several well exposed coastal cliffs 
and clay pits profiles provide good opportunities to study 
the internal framework of the glaciotectonic structures. 
One of the most famous localities is the Hanklit cliff sec
tion on the north coast of Mors (fig. 2, enclosed as fold out 
plate in the back of this paper). Here, the NE-facing coastal 
cliff exposes a cross-section through the central part of a 
large composite ridge system. 
The large composite ridge system at "Flade Klit", which 
constitutes the elongated ridges east of Hanklit, was classi
fied as a type locality of large composite ridge systems by 
Aber, Croot & Fenton (1989). 
The structures of Hanklit may be regarded as a meso-scale 
thin-skinned thrust fault belt. In this respect the Hanklit 
glaciotectonic complex is one of the best examples of the 
comparability of glaciotectonics and hardrock structural 
geology as described by Banham ( 1988), Berthelsen ( 1978, 
1979), Croot (1987), Pedersen (1987) and Aber, Croot & 
Fenton ( 1989). The Hanklit thrust system exhibits typical 
features related to foreland thrust fault and fold systems 
such as ramp and flats, decollement planes and individual 
thrust sheets as noted by Aber, Croot & Fenton ( 1989, p. 
173), Boyer & Elliott (1982) and Butler (1987). 
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In this paper a detailed structural analysis of the Hanklit 
Thrust Fault Complex is presented. A model of the 3-D 
framework is based on geoelectrical profile mesurements 
of the thrust sheet in the field between Hanklit and Sal
gerh~j and the detailed survey of the cross section exposed 
in the coastal cliff section. 
One of the important things in the construction of a struc
tural model is to check the validity of the structural profi
les. This control is excellently provided by the construction 
of a balanced cross section (Dahlstrom, 1970; Suppe, 1985). 
During the construction of the Hanklit cross section a new 
interpretation of the position of the decollement surface 
and the geometry of the main thrust faults was developed. 
This necessitated a revision of the former structural model 
of the thrust fault complex given by Jensen & Pedersen 
(1989). 
Finally a model for the glaciodynamic development of the 
Hanklit Thrust Fault Complex is discussed in relation to 
the concept of glaciodynamic sequence stratigraphy 
(Pedersen, 1993 ). 



Geological setting 

Pre-Quaternary setting around the Thisted Bredning area 

The Pre-Quaternary geology of the western LimtJorden 
region is dominated by a number of salt structures (Hansen 
& Håkansson, I 980; Larsen & Baumann, 1982; and 
Madirazza, 1990). 
The Hanklit Thrust Fault Complex is situated between two 
of these structures. To the north the Thisted Salt pillow 

8° 20' 8° 40' 

forms a flat-topped shield with upper Maastrichtian chalk 
cropping out in the center and along the southern flank. 
To the south, the steeply rising salt diapir of the Erslev salt 
structure is capped by bryozoan limestone of lower Tertia
ry age (Danian limestone). 
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Fig. 3. Outcrops of pre-Quaternary sediments in the western Limfjorden area. Note that the Hank/it locality is situated between the Thi
sted saltdame to the north and the Erslev saltdiapir to the south. These deep seated structures are indicated by the occurrences of 
Maastrichtian chalk. 
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Between the Thisted salt structure and the Erslev Salt stru
cture the sediments form a depression under northern 
Mors, and successive sedimentary sheets of Paleocene, Eo
cene and Oligocene age crop out on the surface due to gla
ciotectonic upthrusting (fig. 3) (Pedersen, 1989). 
Paleocene diatomite with interbedded ash layers is the 
most characteristic unit in these outcrops and is considered 
to have been deposited in a shelf sea at moderate depth 
under low energy conditions (Pedersen & Surlyk, 1983; 
Pedersen, 1981; Bonde, 1979). 
The sediment is differentiated into laminated and structure
less diatomite, reflecting anoxic and oxic conditions respec
ti vely. In the structureless diatomite the trace fossil Tei
chichnus is fairly abundant (Pedersen, 1981). 
A rich fauna of fish and insects are found in the diatomite, 
as well as leaves and petrified wood, which occur abun
dantly in some levels of the diatomite. 

It is difficult to estimate the geographical extension of the 
diatomite-sea, but it might have been restricted to a local 
basin formed as a result of tectonic subsidence and local 
halokinesis. 
Numerous volcanic eruptions from a volcanic center in the 
North Atlantic region, supplied the diatomite with volcanic 
ash (G.K.Pedersen, 1981; S.A.S.Pedersen, 1990; Nielsen & 
Heilman-Clausen, 1988; Andersen, 1944). 
A major unconformity in the main part of the Eocene and 
lower Oligocene dominates the local area around Thisted 
Bredning. This hiatus is probably the result of differential 
movements in the salt diapir structures. The Oligocene 
beds above the diatomite concist of dark micaceous mud
stone. 
During the Miocene the region was an area of nondepositi
on due to the Neogene uplift of northern Denmark and ero
sion has taken place ever since (lapsen, 1992). 

Quaternary setting around the Thisted Bredning area. 

The Quaternary geology of the western Limfjorden region 
is dominated by glaciodynamic features of the late Weich
selian ice advance. 
Occurrences of pre-Weichselian Quaternary deposits are 
recorded from a few isolated localities, where sediments 
have been trapped in the Weichselian raft-complexes. 
Elsterian tilis at Thyholm south of Mors are the oldest 
record of a Quaternary glaciation in the area (Ditlefsen, 
1987). 
At Kaas Hoved and at Flovtrup on Salling, Holsteinian 
marine to glaciomarine dark mud indicate that at least a 
part of the western Limfjorden area was transgressed by 
the interglacial Holsteinian sea (Jensen & Knudsen, 1984; 
Pedersen, 1990). 
Tills of Saalian ages are known from a number of wells in 
the area and are found along the coastal cliffs of Mors, as 
for instance Feggeklit (Pedersen, 1993). No evidence of 
Eemian deposits has been recorded, but a number of gla
cio-lacustrine occurrences indicate that the pre-Late 
Weichselian landscape had very rough topography with a 
great variety of relief. 
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The Main ice advance in the late Weichelian was from the 
north (Gry, 1940, 1979). Numerous indicator boulders of 
larvikite and rhombeporphyry occur throughout the land
scape and along the beaches, clearly documenting ice 
transport from the Oslo region in southern Norway (Milt
hers, 1909; Noe-Nygaard, 1992). 
Prior to the Late Weichselian ice transgression a variety of 
sandur deposits existed in the foreland of the ice margin. 
Permafrost conditions prevailed in this period, as eviden
ced by ice wedge casts which penetrate the meltwater sedi
ments (Pedersen & Petersen, 1985a). 
During the Main ice advance from the north towards the 
Main Stationary Line to the south (about 20.000 BP (Peter
sen & Kronborg, 1990)), most of the impressive glaciotec
tonic complexes were formed by the advancing ice which 
transgressed the ridges, truncated the structures and depo
sited the uppermost till in the area (Pedersen & Petersen 
1985b; Pedersen, 1993). 
During the regression of the ice a few readvances modified 
the glaciotectonic hills (Pedersen, 1992). Ice movement 
directions from the northeast correspond well with the 
record of a shift in general ice movement direction from 
north to northeast, documented by the till fabric analysis of 
the deposits in the Bovbjerg cross-section at the Main Sta
tionary Line ( Pedersen et al., 1989). 

In the Latest Weichselian the Limfjorden was first formed 
as an incised valley system. During the Atlantic transgres
sion the Western Limfjorden region formed an archipaelag 
(Gry, 1979). 
The isostatic rise of Northern Jutland during the postglacial 
and Holocene (Petersen, 1985) formed the beach ridge 
peninsula and landstrips connecting the islands. 
The recent coastmorphology is characterised by numerous 
landslide processes activated by a combination of high re
lief, suitable lithologies for sliding (clays) and the common 
humid weather in the region (Pedersen, 1987, 1992; Peder
sen et al., 1990). 

Geomorphology 

Most of the northern part of Mors is covered with Quater
nary sediments. 
Pre-Quatemary sediments are only exposed where they 
occur in association with glaciotectonic structures. 
The dominating landforms are: 

1. Ice-shoved hills. 
These areas are dominated by elongated parallel hills stri
king east-west with a large relief (up to 89 m above sea
level at Salgerhøj). 
The hills are partly constructed of dislocated or folded 
sequences of Tertiary sediments. 

2. Hummocky moraine landscape. 
This area is dominated by well-rounded hills of low relief 
which mainly comprise glaciofluvial sediments with a 
cover of till. This landscape most probably represents ice-



overridden out-wash plains. There seems to be a general 
pattern in several areas with fining upward fluvial sedi
ments overlain by glaciolacustrine clay, generally covered 
by a clayey till. 

The geomorphological map on fig. 4 shows the characteri
stic ice shoved ridge systems of Northern Mors. The map 
is based on analysis of acrial photographs and topographic 
maps. By outlining the the hill crests and the elongated val
leys, the significant parallel linear patterns and the arcs are 
clearly demonstrated (fig. 4 ). 
Four pronounced areas form the systems and are refered to 
as the Mosebjerg Are, the Stærhøj Are, the Bjergby Are 
and the Hanklit-Salgerhøj Are (Molerindvinding på Mors, 
1985) 

The Hanklit-Salgerhøi area: 
The Hanklit-Salgerhøj Are forms the most characteristic 
push-ridge system on the northern part of Mors. 
The range of hills, approx. 3,5 km long and 1,5-2 km wide, 
describes a broad arc of several parallel elongated hills, 
with a topographic relief from the Pre-Quaternary surface 
below Thisted Bredning of about 100 m to the top of Sal
gerhøj (89 m a.s.l.). 
The individual ridges generally have steep southern flank 
up to ca. 15", and a less steep northern flank. The hills are 

THISTED BREDNING 

N 

most pronounced in the northern part, and become more 
smooth to the south. 
Meltwater-channels and elongated glaciolacustrine basins 
formed in the topographically low areas. 
In the southern part of the area three pronounced spill
ways intersect the southernmost hill, crosscutting the push 
ridge (fig. 4 ). 
The central part uf the area is strongly disturbed as a resull 
of extensive landsliding (Pedersen, 1987, 1992). 
The intensive landsliding indicates the presence of oblique 
sediment-sheets in the hills, and each range of hills are 
interpreted to represent either a dislocated thrust sheet or 
an anticline in the folded sediment-package. 
Steeply dipping ash layers and calcerous concretions in the 
sea tloor near the shore, further outline the trend of the 
composite ridge system; which in so many respects may be 
called a glaciotectonic mountain chain, according to the 
comparative description in Aber, Croot & Fenton (1989 p. 
31 ). 
The number of hill-ridges vary from approx. seven in the 
eastern part of the push ridge complex area, to three at 
Hanklit. 
On aerial photographs it is seen that the hills at Hanklit 
shows a considerable low degree of roundness compared to 
the hills in the southwestern area, the so called "Bjergby 
arc" (fig. 4 ). 

profile (fig.2) 

____ .... -
rgby Are 

?i 

C 

Elongated 
depression 
Elongated hill 
crest 

2km 

Ashlayers at sea 
bottom 

Steep slope 
(lncluding 
landslides) 

Fig. 4. Geomorphological map of' the central and western part of northern Mors. Note that the Hanklit-Salgerhøj arc and the Bjergby arc 
form the proximal and distal part respectively of' the composite arc system. For the topographical orientation the 30 m contour line is 
drawn. The Map is based on interpretation of topographic maps and aerial photographs. 
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Lithology and stratigraphy 

The deformed sediments in the Hanklit Thrust Fault Com
plex consist of two large lithostratigraphic units: The lower 
Tertiary Fur Formation and the Hanklit glacigene group, 
(fig. 5). 

The Fur Formation 

The Fur Formation is a Palaeogene diatomite interbedded 
with volcanic ash layers. 
It is divided into the lower Knudeklint Member, with the 
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LITHOLOGV STRUCTURES 

D Diatomite D Massive diatomite 

B Volcanic ash layer in diatomite ~ - Weakly laminated diatomite 

~ Calcareous concretion ~ Laminated diatomite 

~ Glaciolacustrine clay 0 Small-scale cross-bedding 

~ Glaciofluvial sand and gravel ~ Large-scale cross-bedding & 
trough cross-bedding 

~ ~ Poorly bedded gravels 
Clayey till (fining upwards) 

~_. Thrust fault plane ~ 0 
Structureless diatomite 

Fig. 5. Three litlwlngica/ sections representing the stratigraphical units includecl in the Hank/it Thrust Fault Complex. 
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negative numbered ash layers, and the upper Silstrup Mem
ber with the positive numbered ash layers (Pedersen & 
Surlyk, 1983; Bøggild, 19 I 8). 

Diatomite: 
The diatomite, locally known as "mo-clay", is a non-calca
reuus Jark-grey marine sediment, which weathers into 
light yellowish-grey colour. It consists of the frustules of 
marine diatoms, ca. 0,02-0,2 mm in size and clay minerals, 
mainly montmorillonite, which make up approx. 35% of 
the sediment (Pedersen 1981 ). The mo-clay is highly por
ous and has an average density of 0,8 glem 1 (Pedersen & 
Surlyk, 1983). 
The structure of the diatomite changes throughout the type 
section from massive to weakly laminated and well-lami
nated. The laminated structures represents periods of anox
ic events during the sedimentation of the diatomite (Peder
sen, 1981). 

Ash lmers: 
A number of volcanic ash layers are interbedded in the mo
clay. These ash layers were described and measured by 
Bøggild ( 1918), who is responsible for the numbering of 
each ash layer, and the division into the positive and nega
tive ash layer series. 
In total, 179 ash layers numbered from -39 to + 140 were 
measured. At Hanklit ash layer number -17 to + 130 appear 
in the mo-clay. 
The thickness of the ash layers varies from Jess than 1 cm 
and up to ca. 20 cm, and the colour varies from black to 
grey-blue. The grain size ranges from silt to fine sand with 
a typical normal grading. 
These ash layers provides an excellent opportunity for 
stratigraphic correlation from one thrust sheet to the next. 

Calcareous concretions: 
Calcareous concretions are found at certain levels in the 
diatomite. They are usually ellipsoids with a rnaximum 
size uf 1,5 x 0,4 m, but a continuous layer approximately 
30 cm thick occurs around ash layer + 10 I. Compaction of 
the diatornite around the concretions in the Hanklit area 
suggests a relatively early diagenetic age. 

The Hanklit glacigenic group 

The Quaternary sediments at Hanklit are separated intu 
glaciofluvial to glaciolacustrine deposits and an overlying 
till (fig. 5). 

Glaciof/uvial facies 
The glaciofluvial facies comprise a IO - 17 rn thick sequen
ce of grave! with clast sizes up to 20 cm diameter, overlain 
by 8-15 rn of coarse to fine sand. 
The whole section cornprises a generally fining upwards 
sequence, with plane-bed lamination in the lower part suc-

ceeded by large scale trough cross-bedding and planar 
cross-bedding to small-scale ripple-structures in the 
upperrnost fine sand. 
Some of the boulders in the lowest part of the section are 
rhombeporphyry and larvikite, indicating a glacigene sour
ce area in the southern part of Norway, and palaeo-current 
measurements of the cross-bedding showed a general cur
rent Jirection from north - north-cast towards south -
south-west. 

Glaciolacustrine (acies 
The glaciolacustrine deposits overlie the glaciofluvial sedi
ments, and consist of two or three IO to > I 00 cm thick grey 
massive clay-beds, interbedded with layers of fine structu
reless light yellow sand/silt. 
Due to intense tectonisrn, which occured during the deposi
tion of the overlying till and subsequent thrusting, the 
deposits appear strongly sheared and the pre-deformational 
sedimentary thickness of the deposits is difficult to deter
mine. 

The til! 
The till is a massive, clayey till with sorne silt, sand, grave! 
and few stones, mainly flint and chalk. The colour is dark 
olivegrey to olivebrown, and the chalk-content in the 
matrix is between 8,5 and 10,5% by weight. 
The till overlies the lacustrine clay in the northern upper 
part of the cross-section (fig. 2), and in the central and sou
thern part of the cross-section. It defines the boundary 
between the Palaeogene sediments and the Quaternary 
sediments wherever it appears. 
The till is classified as a subglacial lodgement til! (Jensen, 
1992). 
In order to establish a correlation between the different 
occurrences of the till at Hanklit and the wider stratigra
phic correlation between other tilis in the Thisted Bredning 
area, 6 samples of the till were collected, and finegravel
analysis after the dutch method (Ehlers, 1979) was carried 
out (fig. 6). 

Finegravel analysis 2,8 - 4,75 mm 

Stable group Unstable group 

§ 2A C==:J 
~ 1B • c===:J 
_:3 1A c===J 

i:!.~ 
~--~-~ 

100% 0 50 

D Ouartz 

- Flint 

~ lgneous and metamorph1c rocks 

~ Non-calcareous sedimentary rocks 

[==:l Cretaceous limestone 

100% 

Fif?. 6. Fine grave! analysis (d. the tills located in the top uf the 
Salierhøj Thrust Sheet ( I A, IB, 2A and 2B) and in the top af the 
Gullerup Thrust Sheet ( JA and 3B ). 
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Structures 

Descriptions of the main structural elements 

The cross section exposed in the Hanklit cliff displays an 
imbricated glaciotectonic thrust fault system, consisting of 
two thrust sheets, which have overthrust the foreland to the 
south. 

The f"ollowing tectonostratigravhic units are erected: 
We have chosen to call the main thrust sheet, which makes 
up most of the cross-section "the Hanklit Thrust Sheet". 
This has been thrust across the foreland to the south along 
"the Hanklit Thrust Fault". 
The foreland forms an elongated ridge, parallel to the ridge 
forming the Hanklit Thrust Sheet, and is regarded to be a 
separate flatlying thrust sheet, possibly limited by a blind 
thrust fanning out in the subsurface to the south. 
We call this foreland feature "the Gulleruv Thrust Sheet" 
after the little village south of Hanklit. 
We use the term "The Salgerhøi Thrust Sheet" to describe 
the northernmost thrust element, after a diatomite profile at 
the coast approx. 1,5 km east of Hanklit, described by 
Håkansson & Sjørring (1982). 
It is thrusted across the Hanklit Thrust Sheet along "the 
Salgerhøi Thrust Fault''. 
In Fig. 7 the main notations of the structural elements 
applied in this study are illustrated, and the orientation of 
the stratigraphical bedding shows an ice-push direction 
from the north towards the south . 
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The foliowing descriptions of the thrust sheets are closely 
related to the geological section shown in fig. 2, and spe
cial structures are located in relation to their position on 
the baseline of this section. 

The Gullerup Thrust Sheet 

The Gullerup Thrust Sheet forms the southernmost part of 
the Hanklit Thrust Complex, and it may be regarded as the 
foreland to the Hanklit thrusting. The deposits in the Gul
lerup Thrust Sheet are exposed in a cliff section approxi
mately 100 m south of the Hanklit profile (fig. 2). Here the 
uppermost 14 m of the Fur Formation appears overlain by 
the meltwater grave!. However most of the outcrop is obli
terated by landsliding and erosion and therfore not inclu
ded in fig. 2. 
The glacigene sediments in The Gullerup Thrust Sheet are 
tectonically deformed in the upper 10-15 m. The structures 
are related to deformations directed from the north to the 
south and are dominantly related to overthrusting of the 
Hanklit Thrust Sheet. 
The Gullerup Thrust Sheet makes up the foot-wall block in 
the frontal part of the thrust-system, and forms the sou
thern boundary in the Hanklit structure. 
In the central-southern part of the section, between 365-
450 m (ref. fig. 2), the sheet comprises a weak anticlinal 
fold with a culmination around 410 m. From 410 m the top 
side of the block strikes 112° and dip 14° to the NE. At 340 
m the Gullerup Thrust Sheet becomes almost horizontal. 

The Hanklit Thrust Fault 

The Hanklit Thrust Fault comprises a deformation zone up 
to five metres thick. The main decollement zone is situated 
just below the ash layer -17. The diatomite ofthe Fur For
mation is not directly involved in the shear zone. Below 
the detatchment between the diatomite and the glacigene 
sediments a number of features related to the shear zone 
appear. 

Fig. 7. The definition ol the structural elements related to thin
skinned thrust fault tectonics applied to the Hank/it Thrust Fault 
Complex. The bedding orientation of the Hank/it and Salgerhøj 
Thrust Sheets strike.i· allmost east-west indicating a maximum 
stress direction in a north-south direction. The Hank/it Thrust 
Fault Camp/ex is thus interpreted formed hy a glacier transgres
sing the area from north. 



In the most distal part of the thrust fault a marked splay 
splits the thrust up into a listric thrust fault, steepening up 
into the large frontal anticline of the Hanklit Thrust Sheet. 
The other branch of the splay thrust fault bends into a hori
zontal position and disappears into the meltwater grave) in 
the recumbent limb of the large frontal anticline. 
An overturned fold structure, deformed from the north 
towards thc south appcars al 405 111. This slructurc involvcs 
convolution and water escape structures related to the litho
logical difference between the till and the underlying glaci
olacustrine clay interbedded with fine-grained sand. The 
structure is in the final phase of thrusting dragged along the 
Hanklit Thrust Fault (fig. 2). 
Between 345 and 365 m, a "duplex" structure (Boyer & 
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Fig. 8.Mode/fiir the development of'the duplex structure at 350m: 
A. A secondary thrust plane develops helow the Hank/it Thrust. 
B. The duplex thrust sheet is thrusted along the new formed thrust 
plane. Ahove the main thrustfault the diatomite starts to hreccia
te against the new ohstacle. 
C. The displacement cease along the main thrustfault and is shif
ted to the new thrust fault. Due to the ramping the characteristic 
feature is formed. 

Elliot, 1982) ca. 5 m thick and 15 m long, has been formed 
by complex thrusting of the till and the uppermost part of 
the glaciolacustrine beds. The structure developed in relati
on to a former ramp in the Hanklit Thrust Sheet. 
First a secondary thrust fault developed below the Hanklit 
Thrust Fault in the underlaying claybeds. At a later stage, 
the block was thrust up over a newly formed ramp, displa
cing thc foot-wall nat of thc Gullcrup Thrusl Shcel. (Por 
further explanation of this detail see fig. 8). 

Gry (1940) and Ussing (19 I 3) interpreted the duplex struc
ture as result of normal faulting due to settling of the sedi
ments after the thrust phase. However a detailed study of 
the structure, after a new exposure appeared on the cliff 
section, enabled us to re-evaluate these interpretations and 
provide amore comprehensive solution. 

From 345 m the foot-wall block continues, striking 109° 
with a weak dip (10°-20°) to the north until ca. 255 m 
where the Gullerup Thrust Sheet disappears below sea
level. 

Chaotic structures related to soft sediment deformation 
occur in the proximal part of the thrust zone from 265 to 
285 m (fig. 9). 
These structures constitute the upper part of foot-wall 
ramp. The ramp continues to the south, where the first 
occurrence of the till marks the transition to the foot-wall 
flat. 
Tectonic layering developed by shearing along parallel, 
secondary thrust planes border rhombohedral segments of 
the glacigene sediments, thus forming a meso-scale duplex. 
Furthermore low-angle slip planes between the secondary 
and the main thrust plane appears in the southern part of 
this section . The details of the formation of these structu
res are explained in fig. I 0. 
Additional liquefaction and intrusion of the clay have for
med the slumplike structure in the northern part of the 
section, which suggest that the lithologies were not perma
frozen during deformation. 

The Hanklit Thrust Sheet constitutes the hanging-wall 
block, and ash layer -17 is clearly visible approx. 15-25 
cm above the thrust fault over a distance of more than I 00 
m. This part makes up the Hanging-wall flat and thus 
marks the level of the decollement-plane. 
The large difference in competence between diatomite, 
sand and clay are shown by the deformation-pattern in the 
sediments foliowing the thrusting. 
The sand and clay is deformed in a zone more than 5 m 
thick, while the diatomite has hardly any internal deforma
tions. Only the lowermost 20 cm are intensely sheared, as 
demonstrated by the well-developed slickensides and har
nisk-surfaces in the shear-direction, and high pressure 
transformation of the laminated diatomite into a black glas
sy compact lithology. 

A series of characteristic normal faults cut the diatomite at 
steep angles. Gry (1940) regarded these as a result of sett 
Jing of the sediments after thrusting. 
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Fig 9. Detail of the structures in the Hank/it Thrust Fault zone, profile situated between 265-285 m (for location see Fig. 2 ). The formati
on of the thrust zone is the result of a secondary thrust plane developed below the main thrust plane. Inclined slip Jjlanes in the right part 
of the profile are formed between the two thrust planes and may be described as duplex-like structures. These structures have been subjc
ted to simple shear whereby the slip-planes have heen rotated towards more lowangle inclinations. In the left side of the profile a complex 
S-shapedfeature is interpreted asformed by a combination of differential shearing and intrusive mud-diapirism. 
Note the steeply dipping normal faults above the thrust zone. These faults are truncated by the thrusting and thus interpreted as pregla
ciotectonic structures. 

The normal faults are however cut by the transition to the 
thrustplane forming the upper boundary of the Gullerup 
Thrust Sheet, thus indicating that the normal faulting pre
dates the end of the thrusting along the Hanklit Thrust 
Fault. 
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The Hank/it Thrust Sheet 

The Hanklit Thrust Sheet is approx. 60 m thick and more 
than 300 m long perpendicular to the main fold axes. 
The Hanklit Thrust Sheet includes the Fur Formation sedi
ments, from ca. 20 cm below ash layer -17 to ca. 3-4 m 
above ash layer 130, and the glacigenic facies ( except the 
till, which is nowhere visible in the Hanklit Thrust Sheet). 
The sheet has been thrust more than 200 m across the Gul
Jerup Thrust Sheet, and forms from 420 to 490 m a frontal 
overturned to recumbent anticlinal fold. 
In the central part, the Hanklit Thrust Sheet is almost hori
zontal, while it forms a ESE striking NNE dipping mono
clinal fold in the rear part. 
The hanging-wall flat of the thrust sheet is situated just 
below ash layer -17. This plane defines the decollement
plane for the thrust system. At 330 m, ash layer -17 disap
pears and the thrust-plane begins to cut up through the 
thrust sheet whereby the hanging-wall ramp is formed. 

The Quaternary sediments are unconformably deposited on 
the Fur Formation sediments. Major low-angle reverse 
faults cut from the Fur Formation, into the glacio-fluvial 
gravel. However all other deformations seems to disappear 
as internal deformation in these sediments. 

The frontal part of the Hanklit Thrust Sheet is folded in a 
general overturned to recumbent anticlinal fold with an 
east-west horizontal fold-axis. 

Fig. JO. Three stages in the development of the thrust wne dis
played in Fig. 9. 
A. Initial formation of the oblique slip planes between the main 
Hank/it Thrust and the secondary thrustfault below. 
B. The duplex structures limited by clav .filled slip planes are 
stretched out due to simple shear, and new steeply dipping slip 
planes intersect the older slip planes. 
C. In the .final phase the .first generation slip planes are drag fol
ded contemporaneous with the reorientation o{ the latest formed 
slip planes. 



III 

Fig. I I. Fau/r and joinr parrern aruund ash /a_l'er + 19 and +35 ar 400 m. Norma/ .fc1u/rs and extension joints curs older reverse jcw/rs 
indicaring compressive stra in regimes overprinred b_Y e:ae11sio11al strain regimes. Th e reverse.fc1u/1s areformed in rhe initial stage of co111 -
pression. Th e normal .fc111/ts are interpreted ro have beenfonned d11ri11g rhe passage o\'er the Jr,ot-wa /1 ramp. 
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The fold was probably partly formed befare the thrust
movement started, but it has been further folded by hetero
genous simple shear deformation during the thrust phase, 
resulting in axial plane-parallel reverse faulti ng in the core 
of the recumbent anticlina l fold. 
The diatomite above ash layer + l 18 consists of structure
less diatomite with a few thin ash layers, and the very cha
racteristic calcareous concretion horizon above ash layer 
+ 130. The calcareous horizon appears to have acted as a 
very competent layer and forms almost isocl inal folds in 
the "nose" of the Han klit Thrust Sheet. 
From 400 to 420 m the diatomite between ash layer + I and 
+35 is dominated by extensional steeply northward-dip
ping normal fau lts striking east-west (fig. 11 ). 
These normal faults cut o lder low angle reverse faults, but 
at 380 m a reverse fau lt cuts a normal fau lt, indicating a 
compress iona l strain regime fo liowing an extensional regi
me. 

The central part of the Hanklit Thrust Sheet (250- 380 m) 
is almost horizontal in the upper part, and dips up to ca. 
12° to the NNE a few metres above the main thrust-fault. 
The upper part of the Fur Formation sed iments are domi
nated by steep southward-dipping normal faults striking 
east-west. These normal faults cut older reverse fau lts. 
The low-angle southward-dipping normal fault at 355 m, 
cutting ash layer +IO I , shows a clear example of compres
sional and extensiona l deformation along the same fault 
plane. The way the ca lcareous concretion horizon has been 
fo lded indicates reverse faulting, but a later phase of exten
sion, has caused low-angle normal faLiiting along the same 
fau lt-plane. 

Data Wulff Equal Angle Projection 
+ 

0 Normal laults orient. 255 - 324 m 

• Joints 255 - 324 m Rotated 

N = 57 

Fig. 12. Joint a11dfau /t orientations alung the sole of the central 
part of the Hank/it Thrust Sheet. The normalfaults have the same 
orientation as one set of the conjugating shear joints. Th e orien
tation of the joints and faults, after rotation of the sedimentary 
lavers down to horisontal, shows that the joints were formed 
before the thrusting of the Hank/it Thrust Sheet. 

As mentioned earlier, a number of normal faults display the 
diatomite just above the Hanklit Thrust Fault. These faults 
are abruptly cut by the thrust fault and no continuations are 
fo und in the Gullerup Thrust Sheet below. Anal ys is of the 
joint pattern in the same location as the fa ults showed a 
distinct set of conjugated joints. The joints are sub- vertical 
with the acute angle and corresponding Sub-vertical maxi
mum compress ion directed SSE-NNW. The orientation of 
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the normal fa ults matched the orientation of the SE-NW 
striking joints (fig. 12). 
From the field evidence it is argued that these faul t and frac
ture systems predate the glaciotecton ic thrust fa Liiting. 

The rear part of the Hanklit Thrust Sheet (90-250 m) forms 
a monoclinal fo ld which strikes ca. I 09°. The dip varies 
from almost horizontal in the uppermost southern part to 
37° NNE at 180 m. The Fur Formation sediments are howe
ver to some extent tectonically lengthened by normal faul
ting. 
The monoclinal fold shows signs of at least two deforma
tion phases: a compress ion phase with development of 
reverse fa Liiting succeeded by an extens iona l phase charac
terized by normal fau lting along low angle gently south
ward-dipping fau lt-planes and sub-vertica l northward-dip
ping fault-planes. 

Joint patterns in the Fur Formation. 
A detailed examination of the joint patterns through the Fur 
Formation has been carried out between 150 m and 250 m, 
where the monocline makes the stratigraphic co lumn 
accessible (fig. 13). 

In the lower part of the Fur Formation from ash layer - 17 to 
- 13 which is dominated by laminated diatomite and few 
ash layers, the joint density is relatively low. The joint sty le 
is dominated by straight, parallel sets of shear-j oints. Con
jugated joint-set are rare, but a secondary joint-orientation 
can be recognized. Both joint sets c ut the sed imentary 
stratification in a hi gh angle (>60°) and have a rough, but 
planar joint surface (fig. 13 A). 
From ash layer - 13 to + I 9 the diatomite are weakly-lami
nated-to-structure-less and characterized by moderate joint 
density. A system of reverse faulting indicates a lateral 
compressional strain regime. The diatomite are cut by a lar
ge number of small joints with a strong ly curved pattern , 
which gives an impression of low intensity rupturing (fig. 
13 B). A dominant set of more or less parallel joints cut the 
stratifi cati on in a high angle (>60°). 
The central part of the Fur Formation, from ash layer + 19 
to + 11 8, is dominated by numerous closely spaced ash lay
ers interbedded with mainly structureless diatom ite, and a 
few hori zons with weakly-laminated to laminated di atomite 
(see fig . l l ). 
This part includes two well deve loped, very competent, 
horizons of calcareous concretions, which exerted a strong 
influence on the deformation pattern. 
The moderate to intensive jointing re lated to this strati gra
phic level is dominated by minor joints almost perpendicu
lar to the stratigraphic layers. A secondary development of 
conjugate extension joints and conjugate shear fractures 
are clearl y related to normal faulting and reverse faulting 
respective ly. 

The upperrnost part of the Fur Formation consists of struc
tureless diatomite with only a few thin ash layers. The dia
tomite is moderately to intensively fractured (fig. 13 C). 
There seems to be no preferred orientation of the joints, 



which are dominated by curved iITegul ar jo intpl anes. Some 
of the pl anes have a plumose character which occas ionally 
develops into tec toni c brecc iati on. 
The jo int- intcnsity just be low the transition to the Quater
nary sed iments is so great, that the overall impression in 
thi s part, is one of ductil e deformation . In the frontal part 
of the Hanklit Thrust Sheet the jointing are so intense, that 
thc deforma ti on c.:hangcs fro m britllc, in thc lower parl o f 
the thrust sheet, to ductile in the frontal part. 

The Salgerhøj Thrust Sheet 

The Salgerhøj Thrust Sheet makes up the northernmost 
thrust sheet in the Hanklit Thrust Fault Complex (fi g. 7). 
The sheet consist of diatomite and ash layers of the Fur 
Formation overl ain by glac ioflu vial grave l and sand . The 
Pa laeogene sequence includes the Fur Formati on sediments 
from ash layer -1 3 to ash layer +101 . T he top of the Fur 
Formation has been eroded, and compared to the Hanklit 
Thrust Sheet, more than five meters has been re-moved in 
the bottom of a glaciofluvial me ltwater channe l. 
Onl y the frontal part of the Salgerhøj Thrust Sheet is expo
sed in the Hankli t cliff secti on. Here it constitutes the sou
thern fl ank of a fro ntal overturned anticline fo ld . 
The northern fl ank of the fo ld coinciding with the crest of 
the thrust sheet has been eroded by the sea, but part of the 
thrust sheet is exposed about 400 m further to the east 
along the coast. 
As h layers and calcareous concreti ons at the seatloor 
approx. 100 m off the coast toward north , mark the trend of 
the northern fl ank of the thrust sheet. The res istant beds 

strike approx imately east-west and di p approx imate ly 30° 
towards north. 

The frontal anticline of the Salgerhøj Thrust Sheet form s a 
hanging-wa ll anticline cut by a hang ing-wall ramp and 
attached to the foo t-wa ll fl at on the back of the Hankli t 
Thrust Sheet (fi g. 7). 
Th sl ply dipping ash layen, have an average strike or 
89°. The structure continues at least 1000 m to the east, fo r
ming the edge of the steeply dipping slope facing the coast. 
The fo ld ax is is almost hori zontal with an east-west ori e n
tation. 
The lowermost part of the g lac igeni c sequence is verti cally 
orientated. On the boundary between the two litho logical 
units sli ckenside lineati ons occur in bedding-parall e l plan
es. The lineation has a verti cal ori entati on and is interpre
ted as flexural slip di splaceme nt fo rmed by foldin g of 
the fronta l anticline during the thru sting of lhe Sal ge rh øj 
Thrust Sheet. 
The uppermost part of the glac igeni c sequence consists of 
fine-grained sand interbedded with g lac io lacustrine cl ay 
and thin intercalations of di amictons. These beds are fol 
ded in a series of isoclinal folds with amplitude of about 
I m (see fi g. 14 ). The fo ld axis is hori zontal and orientated 
100°, and the ax ial pl ane dips 45° N. 
The bedding of the medium to coarse grained me ltwate r 
sand in the main part of the glaci genic sequence is ori e n
tated perpe ndicular to the thrust and the bedding in the to p 
of the Hanklit Thrust Sheet (point 100 min the cross secti
on, fi g . 2) thus illustrating the hang ing-wall ramp foo t
wall fl at re lati onship . 
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Fig. 13. Jo i111 -pallern in 1he dimomile. 
A. joim-pattem in la,ninated diatomile. Notice the re/ati vely weak density and the stra ight p/anw· conjugming joints 
clllting the strat igraphica! bedding al a steep angle. 

Fig. 13. Joint-pattern in the dia10111i1e. 
B. Jointing in weak !aminated dia10111i1e. Th e density is moderate with more irregu/ar curved jointing !han in A. No tice 
1he reverse faultin g in the upper leji corner of the.figure. 



Fig. 13. Joint -pat tern in the diato111ite. 
C. Joi11ti11g in structure/ess diatomite. lrreg11/ar joi11ti11g a/rmg strongly curved planes. ofien with a plwnose clwracrer 
dominates. Th e densitr o/thejoi111i11g clw11gesfim11 moderate ro grectt in the uppermost part o/the Fur Fomwrion. 

Fig 14. fsoclinal folds in the glaciolacustrine beds on the southern jlank of the frontal anticline in the Salgerhøj Thrusr 
Sheet at location 110 m (fig. 2). 
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Balanced cross-section 

[n order to understand the development of the type of gla
ciodynamic deformation outlined above, it is very impor
tant that the structural cross section is valid, and that the 
structure can be "restored" to the state before deformation. 

The well defined layer thickness in the Fur Formation faci
litated the construction of a palinspastic section. 
The principles of the construction of balanced cross-sec
tions follow the model described by Dahlstrom (1969) and 
Hossack ( 1979). 
In glaciotectonic studies the method has been successfully 
applied by Croot (1987a, 1988) for unravelling the structu
ral complexity and dynamic development of thin-skinned 
glaciotectonics. 

Conditions for the use o(a balanced cross-section 
Hossack ( 1979) established the foliowing conditions for 
using balanced cross-sections: 

1. Plane strain deformation. Å.2=1. and Å. 1>~ >Å.3. 

2. Well defined decollement plane. 
3. Well defined pre-deformational layer thickness. 
4. The deformation takes place along well defined thrust 
planes. 

1. The genera l deformation for the Hanklit Thrust Fault 
Complex is plain strain , as shown by the development of 
uni-directional reverse faulting and imbricated thrusting. 
The frontal part of the thrust sheet has been affected by 
simple shear defo1mation . 

2.The sole of the Hanklit Thrust Sheet is well defined ca. 
35 cm below ash layer -17 . This level constitutes the decol
lement plane. Decollement planes are typically developed 
at a lithological change in the layers , often in a highly po
rous impermeable sediment. The well laminated diatomite, 
which is a highly porous and impermeable, changes below 
ash layer -17 to a darker, clayey, weakly-laminated diato
mite. 
One to two metres below this level , a dark silicified 
claystone are known from other localities on Mors (Peder
sen & Surlyk, 1983) , and it is probably present at Hanklit 
too. 

3. The pre-deformational layer thickness of the Fur Forma
tion sediments are extremely well defined, allthoug the 
Quaternary sediments vary to some extent. 
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4. The Hanklit Thrust is well-defined at the intersection 
between the Hanklit Thrust Sheet and the Gullerup Thrust 
Sheet. 
The foot-wall flat of the Gullerup Thrust Sheet is well defi
ned by the location of the clayey till, and the foot-wal l 
ramp are likewise well defined by the term i nation of the til I 
(fig. 15 ). The hanging wall-tlat of the Hanklit Thrust is 
well defined by the sheared diatomite just below ash layer -
17, and the hanging-wall ramp is obviously seen cutting up 
the stratigraphical section. 

The blind thrust below the Gullerup Thrust Sheet (fig. 15) 
is questionable, but the geomorphology of the area east of 
Hanklit suggests that the elongated hill, south of the push
ridge consisting the Hanklit Thrust Sheet, is in faet a thrust 
sheet, or an anticlinal fold parallel to the Hanklit Thrust 
sheet. 

The Salgerhøj Thrust is well defined as a hanging wall 
ramp cutting the densely packed ash layers in the upper 
part of the Fur Formation. It continues across the unconfor
mity between the Fur Formation and the glacigenic sedi
ments up into the meltwater deposits. The footwall flat is 
outlined by the glaciolacustrine clay beds in the top of the 
Hanklit Thrust Sheet. 

Assumptions 
A cross-section perpendicular to the major structures was 
constructed (fig. I 5), and a construction of the poorly 
exposed and the eroded parts of the cross-section was 
interpreted from the foliowing assumptions: 

1. The Gullerup Thrust Sheet has a constant layer thickness 
of the Fur Formation sediments of 29 m from ash layer -17 
to ash layer +101. 

2. The unfolding of the Hanklit Thrust Sheet's frontal part 
outlines the geometry of the hanging-wall ramp and 
approximately I 00 m of the hanging-wall flat. 
This part of the Hanklit Thrust Sheet coinsides with the 
foot-wall ramp and approximately 100 m of the decolle
ment surface. The structural geometry of the paired foot
wall - hanging-wall relationship, thus enables a construc
tion of the Hanklit Thrust Fault below sea leve l. 

3. The ca lcareous concretion horizon at ash layer +IO I at 
the sea floor north of Hanklit is interpreted to be the 
northern flank of the anticline fold which forms the frontal 
part of the Salgerhøj Thrust Sheet. 



4. The Quaternary sediments vary in layer thickness, how
ever the average thickness in the Gullerup Thrust Sheet is 
estimated to be 28 m. 

5. The layer thickness of the Hanklit Thrust Sheet is reg
ded to be the same below sea level as above sea level. 
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Shortning = 11 - 10 / 10= -0,406 = 40,6% 

Fig. 15. 

In the interpretation of the subsurface structures we aimed 
to give the simplest reconstruction that can be envisaged 
from the exposures. The exact depth to the predicted decol
lement surface is unknown due to lack of evidences. Mea
nwhile it is unlikely to be situated deeper than 100 m bel
ow sea level according to the geological profile accross 
Thisted Bredning from Thy to Central Mors (Pedersen, 
1989a). 
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A: Geological cross-section of the Hank/it Thrust Fault Complex constructed perpendicular to thefold-axes. 
B: Interpretation of the thrustfault architecture in the subsuiface below the Hanklit Thrust Fault. 
Note the blind thrust below the Gullerup Thrust Sheet and the cross-hatched area appliedfor the areal balancing. 

Area balancing 
Due to the variation in the thickness of the Quaternary 
sediments and the faet that some of the sediments were 
eroded, a total area balancing is not possible. However 
area balancing can be carried out on a restricted area be
tween ash layer -17 to + 101. This stratigraphical section is 
well defined throughout the cross-section and is documen
ted to have a constant thickness. 
The calculation of the area (A 1) between ash layer -17 and 
+101 was carried out as demonstrated in Fig. 15. The sedi
mentary layer thickness (to) of the diatomite between ash 
layer -17 and + 101 is known to be 29 m, and the pre-defor
mational horizontal extension of the section (10) is calcu
lated from the equation: 

10 =A 1/t0 

The extension e of the compressive deformation of the 
section is calculated from the equation: 

lf = the length of the cross-section after the thrusting. 

e = (562-946)1946 = -0,406 

Total shortening of the Hanklit Thrust Fault Complex in 
the compressive part is approximately 40% 
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The 3-dimensional framework of the Hanklit Thrust 
Fault Complex 

For the construction of the 3-dimensional framework of the 
Hanklit Thrust Fault Complex a geoelectrical investigation 
of the extent of the Hanklit Thrust Sheet was carried out 
(Jensen & Pedersen, 1989). 
A grid covering an area of about 1000 m x 150 m to the 
east of the Hanklit cliff section was constructed and 13 
geoelectric soundings were measured with Schlumberger 
configuration. 
Geoelectrical measurements of strongly folded or dislo
cated sediments are normally extremely complicated, but 
as the central part of the Hanklit Thrust Sheet is almost 
horizontal and well defined it was believed to be possible 
to measure the distance from the ground surface down to 
the diatomite and to some extent down to the lithological 
contrast between the diatomite above the thrust fault and 
the grave! and sand meltwater deposits below. 
The soundings were interpreted and correlated to each 
other and constitute the basis for the construction of the 
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block diagram (fig. 16). The geoelectric investigation indi
cates that The Hanklit Thrust Sheet continues almost 
unchanged for more than 1 km to the east. Unfortunately 
extensive landsliding prevented further investigation of the 
continuation of the thrust sheet. 

Due to the geoelectric investigation it was furthermore 
demonstrated that the fold axis of the frontal anticline of 
the Hanklit Thrust Sheet has a variable orientation with a 
depression around 100-200 m, and a culmination at about 
600-700 m measured along the baseline from the edge of 
the cliff. A consequence of this culmination is that the 
Hanklit Thrust Sheet in the eastern part of Flade Klit is 
situated ca. 20 m higher above sea level than at the cliff 
section. The cover of coarse glacio-fluvial sediments are 
thinning towards the east and at approx. 320 m from the 
cliff, the diatomite is exposed at the surface of the hill
erest. In the eastern-most part a clayey till covers the area. 
This till may either be the uppermost till in the glacigene 
sequence or may indicate a discordantly deposited till abo
ve the thrust complex. 
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Fig. 16. Three-dimesianalframewark af the Hank/it Thrust Fault Camplex based an geaelectrical soundings (Jensen & Pedersen 1989). 
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The structural development of the Hanklit Thrust 
Fault Complex. 

Based on the balanced cross-section the structural develop
ment of the glaciotectonic deformation is illustrated in four 
stages (fig. 17). A number of deformation features are 
related to the individual stages and are successively over
printed by structures related to the subsequent stages. One 
set of structural features pre-dates the glaciotectonic struc
tures and is described individually in the foliowing section. 

Deformation stages. 

Stage 1: In the sediments beneath and in front of an advan
cing glacier stress builds up and creates the initial fractu
ring. Reverse faults and shear-joints develops simultane
ously with the initiation of the folding of the sediments. 
The main decollement surface occurs in the diatomite ca. 
35 cm beneath ash layer -17, and listric thrust-faults are 
generated from this decollement-plane and cut up through 
the stratigraphical section. 

Stage 2: In the succeeding stage the Salgerhøj Thrust 
Sheet is thrusted along the Salgerhøj Thrust onto the fore
land. The frontal part of the thrust sheet is folded into an 
overturned anticlinal fold. 
As the thrusting of the Salgerhøj Thrust Sheet ceases, the 
stress is transmitted into the underlying and frontal sedi
ments enlarged by the weight from the Salgerhøj Thrust 
Sheet. 

Due to the lateral compression, reverse faulting and conju
gate jointing are formed with the maximum stress in an 
almost horizontal north-south direction. 
The decollement-plane is still located just beneath ash la
yer -17, and thrusting along the Hanklit Thrust Fault prop
agates upwards along the footwall ramp. 
A good example of the reverse faults related to this initial 
deformation is seen displacing the ash layers below and 
above ash layer + 101 at 250 mand 325 min fig. 2. 

Stage 3: In stage 3 the main thrusting along the Hanklit 
Thrust Fault takes place. 
Twisting of the thrust sheet during passage of the footwall 
ramp appears, resulting in a slight reorientation of the bed
ding. A set of vertical and low-angle southward dipping 
normal faults are formed above the bend of the Hanklit 
Thrust Fault (the intersection between the footwall ramp 
and flat). These normal faults are laterally transported into 
the present position in the frontal part of the Hanklit Thrust 

Sheet and appear at 400 m in the cross section (fig. 2). 

During the thrusting the uppermost sediments of the Gul
lemp Thrust Sheet are deformed and soft sedimentar struc
tures related to over-saturated sediments are formed. The 
thrust plane develops into a thrust zone including water 
escape structures, dragfolding and parasitic secondary 
shearzones (fig. 9 and 10). 

Stage 4: In the final phase of the thrusting the frontal part 
of the Hanklit Thrust Sheet is folded into a recumbent, 
overturned anticlinal fold. In the core of this fold a set of 
reverse faults parallel to the axial plane are developed and 
the calcareous concretion horizon at ash layer + 130 is 
inhomogeneously folded. 

Reverse faulting and jointing in the central and frontal part 
of the thrust sheet superimpose the former fault features. 
In the rear part of the Hanklit Thrust Sheet normal faults 
are generated above the ramp. Note that these faults are not 
superimposed by the late reverse faulting in contrast to the 
former normal faults generated in stage 3. 
Along the footwall flat the satellite thrusting of the til! cre
ates the "duplex structure" at 350 m (fig. 2 and 8). 
In the final phase of stage 4 folding of the Gullerup Thrust 
Sheet appears probably above a blind thrust fading towards 
the south. 

The stages described above is included in one glaciotecto
nic unit related to a single glaciodynamic event according 
to the definition of Pedersen (1993) (see later). 

Pre- glaciotectonic deformation 

Along the sole of the Hanklit Thrust Sheet a set of anoma
lous normal faults occur (fig. 18). The displacements range 
from 10 cm to about 1 m with down thrown blocks to the 
north. The faults are extensional faults with a typical fan
ning framework of syn- and antithetic smaller faults deve
loped in the hanging wall block. Minor roll-over anticlines 
are often developed in relation to these frameworks (fig. 
18). The strike of the faults are NW-SE, thus forming an 
oblique angle to the main axis of thrust fault deformation. 
Planar conjugating shear-joints with maximum strain (1 1) 
in an almost NE-SW horizontal direction and minimum 
strain (13) in a horizontal NW-SE direction are related to 
this extensional deformation. 
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In the steeply dipping southern limb of the frontal anticline 
in the Salgerhltj Thrust Sheet a set of horizontal faults 
appear (at 50-60 m in the profile fig. 2). They are listric, 
curving upwards in the down section direction and are 
regarded to be reorientated normal, extensional listric 
faults related to the same extensional deformation. These 
faults are postdated by the erosional unconformity to the 
glacigene sediments, thus indicating that this extensional 
deformation only affected the Tertiary lithological units. 

The interpretation of the early extensional deformation 
phase is therefore that the faults were formed due to adjust
ments of the late Tertiary basin where subsidence occured 
between the elevated Thisted dorne to the north and the 
Erslev diapir to the south (see fig. 3). This extensional 
faulting may have created the initial ramp and flat fractures 
which were inherited by the glaciotectonic deforma-tion. 
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Fig. I 7. Four steps illustrating the development of the Hanklit Thrust Fault Complex bas ed on the balanced cross section. 
The changes in strain regimes during the thrusting are illustrated with strain ellipsoids. 
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A 

Fig. 18. Norma/ faults at 1he sole of !he Hank/il Thru.1·1 Sheel, 
norice thai 1hefau/ts are tru11ca1ed by the rhrus1 fa u/r. 
A. Deta il of' normal fault 1vith dark laminared dia10111ite in the 
upper pari and light breccia!ed glacigenic sedim e111s in the lower 
part of' the photo. The disp/acement is aboul 30 cm. No te the 
monocline j/exu re along the c!own thrown side of the Janning 
sate!i1efau!ts which eros.i· cur the monocline. 
B. No rma/ JC1Ldt displacing lhe diatomite (dark) with the marker 
ash layer - 17 (thin lig/11 band). The disp/ace111ent is nearly Jm, 
and !he normal fau lt is rruncated by the thrust fa ult near !he 
position of the notebook. 
C. Detail of normal faul r with a fa ult sp/ay cross cutting a ro /I 
over anticline which bend.1· !he laminated diaromite. Light, 4 cm 
th ick layer above the notebook is ash layer - 17. 
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Discussion 

This di scussion is focused on two subjects: the division of 
the Hanklit complex into glaciodynamic sequences and the 
integration of the related glaciodynamic events within the 
glacial stratigraphy of western and northern Den mark. The 
concepts of "glaciodynamic sequence" and "glaciodynamic 
event" are used as defined by Pedersen (1993) (fig. 19). 
The important differentation in this concept is that the gla
ciotectonic unit, as for example represented by the Hanklit 
thrust faLtlting, may represent one glaciodynamic sequence. 
This concept is an expansion of ideas formulated by 
Berthelsen ( 1978). Furthermore the glaciotectonic unit 
comprices all structures related to a single event of defor
mation . This deformation may even be seperated into suc
cesive deformation phases. 
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Fig. 19. A schernatic presentation of the terms used in the ana/ys
is of glaciodynamic sequenses (Pedersen, 1993). 
The observed glaciotecton ic structures form the basis of the gla
ciotectonic unit. Th ese are interpreted as structural phases (011e 
or several) within a glaciotectonic deformation. 
Th e lithostratigraphic units, which are genetically relared to the 
glaciotectonic unit are termed the kineto -stratigraphic unit. The 
kine10-stratigraphic unit comprises at /east one til/ and often also 
glaciojluvial, glacio/acustrine or glacio111arine deposi1s. The 
olclest part of a kineto-stratigraphic unit, eve111ually together with 
older sediments, may co111ain glaciotectonic structures, whereas 
the younger part of the kineto-stratigraph.ic unit represents post
deformation sedimentation. The analysis of glaciodynamic sequ
en.ffs /eads to the recognition of glaciodynamic events. Each af 
these represents a regional advance of an ice cap. 
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Glaciodynamic sequences 

Three g/aciodvnamic sequences are recognized: 
1. The first sequence comprises the glac iofluvial unit depo
sited on the unconformity above the pre-Quatern ary Fur 
Formation. This glaciofluvial to -lacustrine unit is interpre
ted as having been formed during the mel ting of an ice cap, 
probably related to an advance from the north or northeast, 
based on the clast-composition and the palaeo-current 
directi ons. 
The interpretation of the unit as representing only the re
treating part of a glaciodynamic event is based on the 
change in depositional env ironment from high-energy brai
ded stream to low-energy lacustrine environment. 

2. The second sequence consists of the overlying til! which 
is interpreted to be a lodgement tilt deposited by an ice 
advance probably from the north (Hundah l, 1988). 
At Hanklit the till is the only preserved indication of the 
second glaciodynamic event. 

3. The third glaciodynamic sequence is only represented 
by the glaciotectonic unit, which includes the sequential 
thrust fault deformation. This third event includes an ice 
advance from the north. 

The lack of deposits from the last ice advance and the natu
re of the deformations at Hanklit favours a fast moving gla
cier, with a steep front , thus indicating a kind of "surge
type g lacier". 
Glacier surges are a well known phenomenon from recent 
glac iers (Clark & Blake, 1991; Croot, 1988b; Meier & 
Post, 1969), and even though little is known from surges in 
"low-land glaciers", they might have taken place during 
glacial times . 
Besides that , th e sediment s at Hanklit were not per
mafrozen during the thrusting, as shown by the soft sedi
ment structures and the internal deformation pattern in the 
thrust sheets. 
One might expect the surface to be permafrozen during a 
major glacier advance, but a short readvance (local g lacier 
surge) during a general ice regress ion would probably 
transgress thawed sediments. 
The possibility of a major glacier advance towards the 
Main Stationary Line, tri ggered by a major "ice cap collap
se" at the end of the Weichelian , followed by a regional 
meltdown of the g lac ier, is however sti ll a feasib le theory 
(regional glacier surge) , as such a glacier advance might be 
expected to transgress thawed sed iments too. 



Glacial Stratigraphy 

It has been proposed that two major ice advances occurred 
in the late Weichselian: the Norwegian advance, and the 
Main advance from NE towards the Main Stationary Line 
(Houmark-Nielsen, 1987; Berthelsen, 1978), but Kronborg 
(pers. communication, 1994) suggests an early Weichse
lian icc advancc from Norway approx. 70.000 BP. An car
ly Weichselian advance has also been proposed by Noe
Nygaard (1992) and Petersen & Kronborg (1990). 
Pedersen et al. (1988) suggests that the Late Weichslian 
Norwegian ice advance gradually shifted ice movement 
direction from north to north-east and becomes part of the 
main advance from north-east. 

No Eemian sediments are preserved at Hanklit, either they 
were all eroded away, suggesting that the strata are all 
Weichselian, or they were never deposited, perhaps becau
se the landscape was above sealevel during the Eem. 

Two models for the glacial stratigraphy at Hanklit are pro
posed which fit such hypotheses. Due to the lack of dating 
both models represent possible correlations . 

Model 1: The first model advocates three glaciodynamic 
events. 
The first glaciodynamic event is of Saalian age, the 
second glaciodynamic event is of Saalian or Weichelian 
age, and finally the deformation of the third dynamic event 
is related to the main ice advance in the Late Weichselian 
time, about 20.000 year B.P. (Petersen & Kronborg, 1990). 

Model 2: The second model advocates two glaciodynamic 
events (major ice advances). 
The first glaciodynamic sequence, comprising the glacio
fluvial/lacustrine deposits, is related to a Norwegian ad
vance in early Weichselian or in Saalian. 
The glaciotectonic deformation is related to a short read
vance (mayby a local glacier surge) during the last ice 
regression in late Weichselian, following the Main ice 
advance. 
It follows that in this model the till was deposited during 
the ice advance of the main late Weichselian ice. 

A readvance may be regarded as one seperate event. The 
glaciotectonic unit representing this event could thus inclu
de all the curved features measured at the exposures at Sil
strup, Stærhøj, Skærbæk and Skarrehage (Gry, 1979; 
Pedersen, 1989b). 
The ice push is accordingly related to one local ice tongue 
moving along the depressions of the Limfjord, and it might 
show diffcrcnt icc push dircctions during thc same icc 
advance. 

Thc till at Hanklit was correlated to a till at the nearby 
"Feggeklit" by Hundahl (1988). The till at Feggeklit was 
ovcrlying a glaciolacustrine deposit, which has been 
thermo-luminesencc dated to approx. 20.000 BP. 
The ice advance related to this till should then be youngcr 
than 20.000 years, implying that thc till correlatcs with thc 
"Mid Danish Till Formation" (Houmark-Nielsen, 1987), 
which was dcposited during thc Main Advancc in latc 
Weichel, thus favouring model 2. 
Correlations between the two tilis on basis of the fine
gravel content alone are however questionable considering 
the distance and the glaciotectonic deformations at Fegge
klit (Pedersen, 1993), and a sccond stratigraphy might the
reforc be considcrcd in respcct of model 1. 
No discordant till has bccn found covcring the Hanklit 
Thrust Fault Complcx as cvidcncc for icc transgrcssing the 
area, but as thc uppcrmost 15 m of Quatcrnary deposits on 
thc Hanklit Thrust Sheet has been eroded away, such a till 
might have existed befare the erosion. 

Conclusion: 
Wc favour model l, where the Quaternary sediments at 
Hanklit belong to earlicr glaciodynamic scqucnccs, and the 
glaciotectonic unit, which includc the main thrust fault 
deformation, is rclated to thc glaciodynamic cvcnt that 
includes the advance of thc latc Weichsclian Norwcgian 
1cc which transgresscd thc area from north towards the 
Main Stationary Line. Thc iceflow shifted from north to 
north-east, and during the regression, superposed deforma
tion affected the thrust fault complexes, with adjustment of 
the deformation directions as may be seen in Skarrehage 
and Ejerslev mo-clay pits (Pedersen, 1989b, 1990a). 
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Summary and conclusions 

Hanklit is part of a major push-ridge complex, which 
forms the elongated hills on northem Mors along the coast 
of Thisted Bredning. 
The Hanklit Thrust Fault Complex is an impressive exam
ple of an imbricate thrust fault complex formed by a single 
progressive deformation, caused by the gravity spreading 
of an advancing glacier. 
The thrusting involves three thrust-sheets consisting of 
both glacigenic sediments and Palaeogene diatomite, 
which has been dislocated by a glacier moving from the 
north towards the south. 
A geoelectrical investigation facilitated a three-dimesional 
model of the thrust fault complex. This model documents 
that the extension of the Hanklit Thrust Sheet is more than 
1 km to the east, and that the glaciofluvial top unit on the 
thrust sheet thins out towards the east. 
The construction of a balanced cross-section provided the 
basis for a model of the glaciotectonic development of the 
thrust fault complex, which is displayed in four stages in 
the sequential cartoon (fig. 17). 

1. In the initial stage of deformation the main fractures are 
formed due to the stress built up along the front of the 
advancing glacier. Shear joints and reverse faults start to 
develop, and the sediments are slightly bent. 

2. During the second stage the Salgerhøj Thrust Sheet is 
thrust towards the foreland, and the nose of this thrust 
sheet becomes an overturned anticline. 

3. In the third stage the major displacement along the 
Hanklit Thrust Fault took place. During the passage of the 
foot-wall ramp bending of the sediments appeared, and a 
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set of normal faults developed, which were further displa
ced into the frontal part of the thrust sheet. On the "back" 
of the Hanklit Thrust Sheet the frontal anticline of the Sal
gerhøj Thrust Sheet was adjusted by parasitic folding of 
the uppermost glacigenic sediments. 
In the thrust zone between the Hanklit Thrust Sheet and 
the Gullerup Thrust Sheet structures related to high pore 
pressure developed in the soft, partly brecciated, sedi
ments. 

4. Finally the nose of the Hanklit Thrust sheet is recum
bently folded. In the core of the large anticline reverse 
faults parallel to the axial plane were formed, and the layer 
including the calcareous concretion and ash layer + 130 in 
the uppermost part of the Fur formation is inhomoge
neously folded. 

The reconstruction and balancing of the cross-section 
shows a shortening of the thrust complex to be about 40%. 

Three glaciodynamic events have affected the area. 
The first one is related to the glaciofluvial deposits and to 
the fracturing and jointing in the upper part of the Fur For
mation sediments. 
The second event are related to a till unit and the third gla
ciodynamic event is represented by the glaciotectonic unit 
including the thrust fault complex. 

Finally if is suggested that the extensional faults in the 
lower part of the Hanklit Thrust Sheet represent pre-Qua
temary Tectonics related to basin subsidence in a depressi
on between elevating salt structures. 
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Geological cross section of the costal cliff at 
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This paper presents glaciotectonic features of Hanklit, Mors, nort
hern Denmark. 
Thin-skinned thrust fault structures are described, and a structu
ral analysis of the internat structures of a lage composite ridge is 
presented. 
A balanced cross-section of the thrust fault complex forms the 
basis for the interpretation of glaciotectonic development. Diffe
rent models for deformation of the Hanklit Thrust Fault complex 
are discussed, and a model of glaciodynamic overprint on pre-gla
cial extensional fault structures is favoured. The preferred model 
involves proglacial deformation related to Late Weischelian glaci
ation. 
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